Introduction
High voltage overhead transmission line is an important part of power system. The transmission line transient process analysis and calculation plays an important role of the transmission line state estimation and fault diagnosis, and the high frequency of the earth zero sequence impedance directly affect the high frequency zero sequence parameters of the transmission According to the actual overhead line, this paper adopts an axial line directly below the infinite long rectangle soil, to calculate the sine ac through the equivalent resistance of the earth. Computing field is shown in figure 1: line. This paper proposes a method of calculating the high-frequency zero sequence impedance, deduces the analytic calculation formula of high frequency zero sequence impedance. The analytic calculation formula, form is simple, convenient application, help to transient analysis and calculation of the transmission line.
Carson theory can effectively solve the magnetic field problem which is produced by the distribution current in the earth. Because of Carson theory of the zero sequence ac resistance is a series expression [1] [2] [3] , Carson proposed the further improvement method to calculate the earth resistance, but the calculation formula is still a series expression, it is not convenient enough.
In order to simplify the calculation of high frequency ac zero sequence resistance, this paper studies the calculation method of the high frequency zero sequence impedance and analytical formula.
The existing calculation method and formula
Carson theory provides method for calculating the equivalent resistance of current flows through the earth. The related computation formula is as follows: (1) where,
, and so on. Parameter a is depended on the following
where ,
， the unit is m ;  is earth resistivity, the unit is m   ; f is frequency, here only discuss 50 Hz. Most of these formulas can be got by carson theory and method.
The high-frequency zero sequence impedance calculation method and the analytic calculation formula derivation
According to the actual overhead line, this paper adopts an axial line directly below the infinite long rectangle soil, to calculate the sine ac through the equivalent resistance of the earth. Computing field is shown in Fig. 1 . The cuboid is the calculation field in Fig.1 . Let the current only has a component in the direction of z with infinite length, and the field quantity unchanged in the direction of z. The current is maximum in the surface and weakens gradually with depth (in the direction of -y), owing to the AC skin effect. When the current will disperse when flow into the earth. In general, the iron tower foundation is equivalent to hemisphere grounding. The current density for distance of ground is given as Eq. If r is large enough, it can be considered as 0  J .Comprehensive considering the skin effect and the dispersed current of grounding grids, this paper define 2 J as
The ball grounding body of current density: ; current only has Z component,
In above equations, 
Integral to the left and right
According to Eq.19 
Compare Eq.29 with Eq.42, obtaining ) ( 
Eq.44 and Eq.45 are the formulas of equivalent resistance and reactance per unit length.
Setting of high frequency zero sequence impedance analytical formula
Considering the sine steady-state is quasi-stationary field, can be dealt with as a Quasi-static magnetic field, namely: 
Eq.47 and Eq.48 are the high frequency zero sequence impedance analytic calculation formula of the earth.
In the power system, the usual formula for earth resistance [5] is as follows
With the change in frequency, calculation results of Eq.49 are shown in Table 2 . This paper proposes a new analytical formulas earth resistance, with the change in frequency, earth resistance changes, the result are shown in Table 3 . Table 3 . Analytic formula value of earth resistance in different frequencies. As can be seen from the table, the result of the formula proposed in this paper is consistent with the result of commonly used formula in power system, especially at low frequencies.
Conclusion
This paper puts forward a method of calculating the high-frequency zero sequence impedance, and according to Maxwell's equations, this article deduced the earth high frequency analytic calculation formula for the zero sequence impedance (carson formula is a form of series). Analytic calculation formula proposed in this paper will contribute to the analysis and calculation of lightning and transient characteristics of overhead transmission lines.
